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“May the flames of Lohri illuminate your path to success and fill your life with

warmth and prosperity.” – Anonymus

January 2024

Lohri Celebration

In the spirit of Lohri, DPS, GBN joyfully immersed young minds in virtual celebration,
transforming screens into vibrant canvases echoing the essence of traditional festivities
on January 12, 2024. Engaging tales of Lohri unfolded through captivating storytelling,
complemented by the warmth of virtual bonfires and craft activities, weaving a digital
tapestry of cultural richness in every home. DPS, GBN ensured a virtual Lohri celebration
resonating with laughter, cultural warmth, and a strong community spirit, creating
cherished moments for our youngest stars. The participation of children in dance
performances and musical acts not only showcased their talents but also added a lively
and dynamic element to the celebration. Embracing the significance of Lohri, this festive
occasion served as a cultural bridge, connecting our school community through shared
traditions and celebrations. The joyous laughter and infectious energy of our little ones
echoed through the virtual corridors, proving that celebrations know no bounds.
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“Where there is Light, there must be shadow.” — Anonymous.

DPS, GBN orchestrated a virtual Shadow Play, weaving a winter wonderland for students
of Grade Nursery on January 12, 2024. Through the enchanting interplay of light and
shadow, the children were transported into a snowy realm filled with animated
snowflakes, cheerful snowman, and playful winter animals. The teachers, leveraging
technology, skilfully depicted frosty adventures, instilling a sense of seasonal magic. This
creative and educational initiative not only adapted to the virtual setting but also sparked
the children's imagination, bringing the charm of winter directly into their homes. The
virtual shadow play became a delightful way for the young learners to explore and
celebrate the wonders of the winter season.

Shadow Play
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Shape your Imagination!
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“From the mountains to the valleys, life on land is a major panorama of living

wonders.” —Anonymous

DPS, GBN initiated the comeback of Nursery kids after the winter vacation with an
engaging clay moulding activity 'Shape your Imagination' on the theme 'Life on Land' on
January 19, 2024. The creative endeavour not only kicked off the classes with
enthusiasm but also provided a hands-on avenue for the children to express themselves,
fostering a vibrant and interactive learning atmosphere. The activity was a captivating
exploration of nature's wonders. Little hands displayed their imagination skills by
participating enthusiastically in moulding the vibrant clay into adorable animals, trees,
and landscapes. The children joyfully shared their creations, nurturing a sense of
accomplishment and creativity. This experience not only shaped their clay but also left a
lasting impression on their growing understanding of the marvels of life on land.
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Republic Day Celebration
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“Take to the path of Dharma – The Path of Truth and Justice” — Sardar Patel

To instil the spirit of patriotism in our young learners, DPS, GBN took pride in glorifying
and celebrating the 75 Republic Day for the Pre-primary wing with immense fervour and
zeal. Students as well as the teachers were in high spirits to celebrate this Memorial Day
as they came dressed up in tri-coloured clothes. The morning assembly, featuring
phrases, slogans, and patriotic music, added a lively and educational touch to the
celebration. It was heartening to see our little learners showcase their creativity by
crafting tri-coloured flags, providing them with a hands-on experience of expressing their
patriotism. The children were told about the constitution of India. Little munchkins were
also sensitized about the National Bravery Awards, which are presented to children
across India in recognition for their meritorious acts of bravery. The strong sense of
patriotism was in the air, and it was a memorable experience for everyone.

th
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Ace of Race
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"Racing is the fun part; it's the reward of all the hard work." Kara Goucher—

Fun races for kindergarteners are a fantastic way to promote physical activity, develop
gross motor skills, and encourage friendly competition in a playful and engaging manner.
To instil the importance of physical fitness in children of Grade Prep, DPS, GBN, organized
a fun-filled activity named 'Ace of Race' on January 29, 2024. Little learners were
engaged in various fun races like Bag Race, Cone Ring Race, Frog Jump Race, Hurdle Race
and more to improve their motor skills and endurance. This activity was a well-rounded
activity that combined physical fitness and created an exciting and stimulating
environment. Children worked together in teams, cheering each other on and celebrated
accomplishments given by the teachers. They learned valuable life lessons such as
teamwork, perseverance, and good sportsmanship while also creating cherished
memories that they will carry with them for a lifetime.
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WE – Value Education
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“Children must be taught how to think, not what to think.” —Margaret Mead

Value education is an important aspect of a well-rounded education. It encompasses
teaching students the principles and morals that will help them become responsible and
compassionate individuals. Among the values that are essential for students to learn are
kindness, table manners, the importance of using magic words, and good manners which
were organised by DPS, GBN, in the month of January for the children of Grade Nursery
and Prep. By teaching such values, we instil in students the importance of treating others
with respect, empathy, and consideration. They were educated on the importance of
greeting people, listening attentively, taking turns when speaking, and being polite to
others. Special attention was given to the tiny tots while discussing about the good
manners and were indulged in creative activity. Mentors emphasized on the value of
kindness, conveying the message that sharing is an expression of care. Our cute little
munchkins participated enthusiastically in the sessions, and it helped in developing their
general awareness, reasoning, and analytical thinking skills. Indeed these activities
provide an interesting doorway for students.


